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Project Managers
Gernot Gröschel, Madieng Fall
Purpose
Sport and Development Cooperation
Focused on Austria and Senegal
Funding
Privately financed through
members, donations, business partnerships
Duration
The whole project has no defined end-date
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1. Project Overlook
Music and football are very popular in Senegal, even though
there are only limited possibilities for Senegalese football
enthusiasts to play football on proper fields. As it is an amateur
sport, lacking financial resources, training and matches have to
be held on sparse, sandy pitches.

There are only two sports facilities in Dakar that have (artificial) grass. Usually sports facilities consist of
simple concrete buildings with unattended sand fields. These fields or most of the time littered with glass
shards, rocks and tree stumps.
For the past few years the FC Wien hast managed and
funded the football academy “Sportsacademy SoFa” which
is located in Senegal, about 10 kilometers from the capitol
Dakar. Through the academy primarily children and youths
shall be given the possibility to live their enthusiasm and
passion.
The goal of the FC Wien is to facilitate and enhance the necessary infrastructure for the execution of sports
in Senegal and other development countries. Trainers and teachers are to be educated according to
European standards and know-how to achieve a continuous improvement of the education and sporting
and musical abilities of the country.
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2. An introduction to FC Wien
In 2007 FC Wien was reinstated and adopted its traditional virtues, which represent the foundation upon
which the club is built. Our main focus is on the social aspect of the togetherness encouraged through
sports. During our early years we concentrated on social projects in our local area. Many attempts were
directed at the structures and behaviours within the club itself to create a new form of togetherness. These
efforts were halted in 2012, after we found the form better suited to our needs and aspirations and shifted
our focus on to international development aid. Until now, our international projects have reached a steady
growing size and exceeded our local projects' efforts.
In Austria we practice football to maintain our physical and mental fitness and to convey the fun in sport at
the grassroots level. While in Senegal our team, which is trained and managed through our football
academy plays in the Senegalese local championship to achieve certain success in the Senegalese Football
Union. In both areas we put emphasis on the social aspects rather than the sporting success.
Primarily we, as a club, try to expose and highlight grievances. We believe that the possibilities sports offer
are generally underestimated nowadays. Our top guiding principle is not to look away, but to actively
resolve conflicts in a positive context.
The fact that our projects are designed to be self-sustainable without external funding, makes our project
unique. Due to the difficulties and obstacles of such a design, these projects are planned in the long-term.
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3. The History of FC Wien
The FC Nicholson was founded in 1914, following the exceptional phenomenon inside the Austrian football
of Magnus Douglas Nicholson. He was by far the best football player in his time and furthermore he was a
star and a hit at the box offices. Afterwards he was a manager and official of the Vienna and following that
the first president of the Austrian football association. Twenty years later the club was renamed FC Wien.
The biggest achievement in the history of the club was the runner-up title in the German championships in
1941/1942. Thereafter international matches were played and the club could attain a good reputation
internationally. The FC Wien was the top selling club in the championship, probably also because a lot of
the Austrian National team players played for the FC Wien
Sadly the success didn't last and in the 50's the club slowly began their decade, so that in 1973 the
dissolution of the FC Wien was announced. Especially financial problems caused this to happen. Only ten
years later was the club re-founded in 1983 but dissolved again in 1995, after fusing with the FC 1980 Wien
In 2007 the 1914's FC Wien's virtues were once again revived. This time, though the focus was not placed
on the football aspect, but rather on social projects, to accomplish new structures in sports clubs. Many
social projects were brought to live to shift the focus on the integration of new members, regardless of
their social or ethnic background: every member is treated equally.
In 2012 the focus was shifted again, this time on development aid and to propagate sports as a broad
sports with emphasis on fun and on maintaining physical and mental fitness, rather than competitive
ambition. At the same time the sports academy Lakale was renamed to Sportsacademy SoFa and all
available resources the club was able to provide were given to the academy.
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4. Target group
Our goal is to reach as many people as possible but the main focus is on children and young-adults in
Senegal who will be able to pass on this help, educational support and possibilities to their relatives, friends
and others.
Our target audience is mainly people who are interested in football and music. Depending on the success of
our projects and possible partnerships concerning these projects, the radius of the target audience will
expand.
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5. Sport as a means to enhance consciousness
Combining development aid and sports is not a new invention, it began in the 90's in Europe. The
Netherlands was the first country to venture into the unknown and started first project of this kind in the
90's. Some others followed, though only starting from 2005 after the UN has declared the same year as the
„year of sports“ and thus presenting possibilities to combine development aid and sports. This presented
this kind of development aid as being „salonfähig“. Since that year several projects have been started in
this vicinity.
What are the advantages of using sports in development aid?
a. New opportunities are created for the future. Nobody lives on food and water alone, hobbies and
acitivities of any kind are always exercised.
b. Sport is connecting people, it establishes an interface between cultures, education, living
conditions and bonds people together.
c. Reaches a lot of people and is easily accessible, thus it provides a communication medium to
propagate different subjects amongst a wide range of people. (eg. Aids, Demokratie, Schulbildung)
d. Teaches how to work together, overcome obstacles and follow the same goals.

A big misconception among some people is, that sports is a luxury. It is as spread as it is wrong.
Without sport, exercise and the playful aspects of life, people have neither physical nor mental health.
Sport is the perfect replacement for the third most important human need, besides food and water,
exercise. In team sports there is the additional social aspect that rounds off the necessary balance for a
healthy body and mind.

It is important to know, that all around the world, sport is celebrated and all of its positive aspects
are lived out. Sports sustains community.
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6. Sport as an universal instrument
According to fundamental studies, sport helps to foster an awareness of your own personality. This has an
impact across communities, cities, countries and even continents
Sport offers tremendous advantages in areas such as:
o
o
o
o
o

Health and nutrition
Mental fitness, which can help against depression
Happiness in life through fun and games
Enhancing the bond between people from different cultures, countries and living situations, who
would not otherwise interact with each other.
An effective method for reaching a wide audience

Once the development of necessary infrastructure has advanced to a more sophisticated state, there will
be a possibility to highlight the importance of sports for the population which will extend all around the
world.
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7. Football in Senegal, Past and Present
After its independence in 1960, Senegal founded its own football federation, the „Federation Senegalese
de Football“ (FSF) for the first time. This lead to the introduction of a championship, the Senegal cup
(started in 1961, it allowed each Senegalese team to participate) and the independent Senegal nation team.
Until now the biggest achievement for the national team was the qualification for the quarter finals in the
world cup in 2002.
As of now there are 4 leagues, which seasons run parallel. At the end of the season the leader of each of
the leagues play against each other to decide the overall champions. This is different to the general system
used in Europe, where there is only one top league and the table's first place takes the championship at the
end of the season. The reason the Senegalese use a different system is mostly because of their
geographical situation and lacking infrastructure.
Despite the sport's broad popularity, the FSF is missing funding and financial resources. In most cases the
football players have never played on artificial or grass fields, these are generally only used for higher tier
or cup matches. Only a few teams can afford to train and play on those fields, which are often neglected
and run-down. There are few top clubs who share the two well-maintained pitches in Dakar.
Another obstacle many African countries are faced with is the lack of proper traffic infrastructure, which
hinders a lot of young players from even reaching any sporting areas and being able to play.
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8. Senegal as a starting point for our efforts
Senegal is a poor country, slowly trying to reach European standards. After the prohibition of slavery in
1848 and the colonization of 1895 through France, Senegal gained its independence in 1960 and a few
years afterwards was established as a democracy.
There are about 12 million people living in Senegal, 2.5 of which live in the capitol, Dakar. The population
itself is divided into 20 different ethnic groups. Besides the high HIV infection rate the country tries to
counter the problem of the high illiteracy rate, almost half of the population in Senegal can read or write
At the same time, Senegal is a land of sports enthusiasts and artists. Footballers and musicians are
valued and respected because of their talents.
We support the strongest country in terms of democracy and progress, in order to support other African
countries. In this country, we want to encourage people to help us and other countries in order to grow our
base of volunteers.
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9. Sportsacademy SoFa
Our focus is the conservation and promotion of the sport of football and the promotion of social
integration and the values of fairness, respect and team-spirit.
We have made it our goal to support and develop sport in countries lacking in sport infrastructure,
football facilities in particular. Since 2008, FC Wien has maintained the “Sportsacademy SoFa”. It
is located in Senegal, approximately 10km from the capital city, Dakar.
In February 2012 FC Wien helped AKA FC to join the Senegalese League in Dakar. Consequently,
the geopolitical emphasis of the club was shared across two continents equally. This means, in
Senegal to competitive team of FC Wien, plays in the Senegalese league as AKA FC, grassroots
football is supported in Austria, while infrastructure in Senegal is being developed.
The Sports academy was founded by Madieng Fall. In his youth, he played professional football in
many leagues in Senegal, Ivory Coast and France. Because of his experience, he knows what's
missing in Africa and how the sport can best be supported locally. The sports manager of FC Wien
has lived in Vienna for many years and is in constant contact with and often on location, in order
to run the academy. He is the responsible part for the Sportsacademy SoFa, he is the president of
the club in Senegal.
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Especially young players should be given the possibility, through the academy, to live their
enthusiasm for football and passion for sport. In the academy, kids and young adults, aged 7-25
are accepted, trained and prepared for future careers in football. Furthermore, the greatest
talents are given the opportunity to come to Europe and start a career in a European league. This
is being insured through a suitable education by our professional team of trainers.
We continually strive to improve and advance our academy. At the moment, around 60 young
talented footballers play in our academy. All results of the league and cup games can be found on
the academy's homepage www.sportsacademysofa.com or on www.fcwien.com . A further goal of
ours is to found an academy in which football training and schooling are offered together.
However, this is dependent upon the support of our business partners.

Power of Sport
“Sport has the power to change the world. It has the power to inspire. It has the power to unite
people in a way that little else does. Sport can awaken hope where there was previously only
despair… it’s an instrument for peace.”
Nelson Mandela
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10.Funding of Projects
The project is primarily funded by voluntary donations from our own members, and volunteer
work in both Senegal and Vienna.
Many activities in both countries are being funded through volunteers and occasional donations of
goods and equipment.
Clothes and goods donations help the academy to acquire training equipment and in particular,
football gear, so long as the value of the goods does not exceed transportation costs. In this way,
the maintenance and development of the academy, along with the education and training of our
young members can be ensured.
We are dependent upon business partners for further development of the Sports academy into a
school.

With our project, we guarantee that 100% of donations of any kind are being used toward infrastructure,
maintenance and development in developing countries.
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11.Sustainability
Through the following projects, the sustainability and independence of projects can be ensured in the long
term.

Afrybay.com
Our Online Shop

Mymusy.com
Our Music Distribution

FCWienServices.com
Our know-How for beeing in Service

Afryfashion.com
Our Fashionline
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12.The Sports Manager and President of the Sportsacademy, Madieng Fall
12.1. Football career
Madieng Fall is a world famous musician who supports social projects. His career began in professional
football, where he already signed his first professional contract in Senegal at the age of 17. With such
success at a young age he wanted to experience life and enjoy his success. Parties turned his nights days
and sleep was a rare visitor. As a punishment for his excessive lifestyle, he was transferred to the military
for two years, shortly after signing his contract with a football club. There, besides his military duties, he
played in the top league of the military. During that time, his lifestyle settled and he played in the
Senegalese league until the age of 20. He then played in the following countries: Ivory Coast, Nigeria,
Portugal, France, Ivory Coast. He then returned to Senegal and later came to Austria, where he finished
his career and settled.

12.2. Music Career
He liked Austria very much but continued to visit Senegal regularly, especially in order to coordinate local
projects. During his travels, one thing always remained very important. That is, to return to Senegal to
visit his family. Especially, his older brother and younger sister with whom he grew up. In 1983 his first
son was born, with whom he produces and performs music today.
At the age of 22, Madieng Fall had his first public music performances. On his travels during his football
career, he performed the first concerts which eventually made him famous. At the age of 26, he was
celebrated as a great artist. He was part of a number of world famous bands. Today, He produced his
own music and supports talented musicians and bands

1997 Breakthrough with “Tam Tam Tafrik” and with “Siggi Finkel und African Heart”
2003 Project with Band Afro Dynamic (a project between Austria and Senegal)
2007 Madieng with Keurgi (World music produced by Madieng Fall)
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12.3. Social Projects
He always strove to realise himself through music and through the joy of helping people. Therefore, his
music career comes second to his social projects. He firmly believes that collaboration between Europe
and Africa is full of opportunities for both continents and can solve many of Africa's problems.
1997 to 2005 ……………………………………………………. Technological performing AR Santa, Kumpo de
Medina
A school was rented in order to train talented, often homeless young adults in music. The project was
concluded in 2005 in order to fully devote his time to the sport project. Through the band Keurgi, the
project is being continued in a modified form by FC Wien.
1997 till today ……………………………………………………………..Football academy for talented young people
In order to give talented young people in Senegal the opportunity to prove their talent and to support
them. In 2008, the project was adopted by FC Wien. Madieng Fall was made the sports manager of FC
Wien and coordinates the project.
12.4. Now
Since 2008, Madieng Fall has been part of FC Wien and has since been made the Sport manager of the
club. He coordinates the project of FC Wien in Africa and takes care of the cooperation between Europe
and Africa. He produces music in order to finance the projects of the club.
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